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ABSTRACT
Since it has booming business opportunities, Taiwan is shifting from
a pleasure destination to business one. Business travel has become one
significant segment ofTaiwan tourism industry. However, tourism is not a
major source of income for the Taiwanese. Consequently, there is less
material discussing the spending style of business travelers in Taiwan.
An overview ofTaiwan tourism based on the statistics data from
Tourism Bureau in Taiwan was done to give a general idea. The spending
style of business travelers tried to identify the special items purchased by
business travelers.
This study followed the way for the Corporate Travel Index in US
and changed the geographic scope fromUS to Taiwan. Three factors were
considered to the per diem cost in Taiwan. These are: hotel rate, meal
price and car rental cost. The samples used were from Taiwan Hotel &
Restaurant Guide. 1993. Car rental companies were from the Yellow
Pages. 1993.
After data processing, the total per diem cost in Taiwan is US $
231.67. That is farmore expensive than US according to Corporate Travel
Index. 1993 in US. Possible reasons were stated and some useful
suggestions were recommend in this study.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION ANDMETHODOLOGY
Background
The travel industry affects every business. It affects every
company's spending, cost containment programs, policies, and procedures.
It also affects accounting andmanagement systems, cash flow and even
business schedules.
The business travelers usually pay the full fare of their travel. For
example, they cannot buy an APEX (Advance Purchase Excursion) and
advanced purchase flight because of time limitation. Top executives
always fly first-class, eatmeals conveniently in the hotel, or live in the
luxury hotel room. They don'tmind paying for expensive styles because
the company will pay for them. Expediency and convenience are the only
two factors they care about.
Where and why do business travelers go? They go everywhere
where there is business opportunity and activity. Taiwan which is as big as
Maine and has fewer people than California is the world's 14th major
trading country, with the world's largest foreign exchange reserve. Taiwan
also is the 1 1th exporter in the world. It ranks 16th as an importer (Cheng,
1992). The volume of business travelers (23.54% in 1991) is huge
because of immense potential for business profits and booming economic
activities (See Figure 1).
Figure 1. Visitor Arrivals by Purpose ofVisit, 1991.
Visit Relatives 8.32%
Business
23.54%
Pleasure
44.56%
Unstated
19.20%
Conference 0.86%
Study 1.33% -
Others 2. 19%
Source: 1991 Annual Report . (1992). Tourism Bureau in Taiwan.
About 1.4 million people visit Taiwan each year and spend
approximately $1 billion while there. Over 75 percent of all visitors come
from fourmarkets Japan, the USA, Hong Kong and South Korea
(Taiwan, 1991). One-half of the visitors come from Japan. . American
visitors are the third highest percentage,13%. Hong Kong supplies 10
percentFrom the USA, there has been change over the past few years,
partly because the leisure traffic has drifted away (often to China) as
business traffic has picked up. Around ninety percent ofAmerican visitors
go for business reasons.
How much should the business travelers pay per day when they
visit in Taiwan? Is there any reference when the companies budget for
their business travel fare?
Taiwan offers a range of accommodations, frommodest hotels to
luxury hotels. Tatami rooms, where floor mats are used as beds, are a
novelty for western visitors, and are inexpensively priced. The meals in
Taiwan are varied from Chinese food to Western food. The price has a big
range. Car rental fee is another factor included in the business traveler's
expenses.
Significance of the study
This study will help to establish the Corporate Travel Index in
Taiwan. If this index continued to gather data annually, the creation of this
Index can provide a reliable, consistent source of data about corporate
travel expense per day in Taiwan.
It will also help corporations set spending guidelines and travel
policies. Three factors were taken into consideration: Hotel, Meals, and
Car rental.
Problem Statement
What is the reasonable budget per day in US. dollars when the
business travelers visit Taiwan? Currently, there are some sources
discussing the travel expenditure in Taiwan, but not specified on business
travelers. In this study, the detail guidelines about the business
travelers'
expenditure in Taiwan were found out .
Purpose of the study
Since business travel becomes amore and more important market of
Taiwan tourism, the purpose of this study is to:
1 . Identify the daily costs of lodging, meals and car rental for business
travelers when they visit Taiwan.
2. Establish a reference for companies to set up their travel policy and
budget about Taiwan.
Methodology
Setting of the Study
This project followed the study of the U. S. A. Corporate Travel
Index and took Corporate Travel Magazine's Annal Index as a model. This
study changed the geography scope from US. to Taiwan and took Taiwan
as a case study. The difference is that the samples were chosen cities
instead of regions which used in Corporate Traveler Index. There are five
big cities in Taiwan where most business travelers stay since most hotels
for business travelers are located there: Taipei, Hsinchu, Taichung,
Tainan, and Kaohsiung. Thus, these five cities were selected for this
study.
Taipei
Taipei, which literally means
" North ofTaiwan," is the economic
and culture hub of the island. It is the largest and most modern city
in Taiwan. The metropolis, one of the most fascinating cities in the
world, also is the fastest growing city in Asia in terms of building
construction and population. Business activities are huge in this
city.
Hsinchu
Hsinchu, about 72 kilometers (44miles) south of Taipei, owns
Taiwan first Science Park. In order to upgrade the industry, Taiwan
has been trying hard to attract investment in the science park.
Therefore, Hsinchu is booming for international business activities.
Taichung
Taichung, which means
" Central Taiwan," is the island's third
largest city. Located about 105 kilometers (65 miles) south of
Taipei. The city is the principal economic, cultural, political and
communications center ofCentral Taiwan. Taichung's importance
was greatly enhanced with the opening in October 1976 of an
international seaport. If direct sailing between Taiwan and China
comes about, Taichung will benefit from these trading opportunities.
Tainan
Tainan means " South of Taiwan." It is the oldest city in Taiwan.
This charming city served as the island's administrative capital from
the time ofKoxinga in 1684 until 1887, and today it still remains the
center of indigenous island culture, playing a somewhat similar role
in Taiwan as Kyoto does in Japan or Kyongju in Korea. Now,
Tainan is building another industrial sector. This city combined
culture and business together.
Kaohsiung
Kaohsiung, on the southwest coast of Taiwan, is Taiwan's second
largest city and the biggest international harbor in the country. The
city is the island's largest and major industrial center. It is also the
site of Taiwan's oldest and biggest export processing zone, one that
has been studied by many countries as model.
At first, the lists of hotels (See Table 1) and car rental companies
(See Table 2) in Taiwan were developed. The hotel list was according to
Taiwan Hotel & Restaurant Guide 1993 which was published by the
Taiwan Visitors Association.
The methods for gathering data to support this case study include:
1) Collecting secondary sources from libraries, 2) Going back to get
Table 1. Hotel List in Taiwan.
L Taipei
Company name Address Telephone
The AmbassadorHotel 63 Chung Shan North Road, Section 2,
Taipei
02-5511111
Asiaworld Plaza Hotel,
Taipei
100 Tnn Hwa North Road, Taipei 02-7150077
Brother Hotel 255 Nanking East Road, Section 3, Taipei 02-7123456
Hotel China Taipei 14 Kuan Chien Road, Taipei 02-3317484
Hotel China Yangmingshan 237 Ko-chi Road, Yangmingshan, Taipei 02-8616661
Cosmos Hotel 43 Chung Hsiao West Road, Section 1,
Taipei
02-3617856
Emperor Hotel 118, Nanking East Road, Section 1, Taipei 02-5811111
Empress Hotel 14 Teh Hwei Street, Taipei 02-5913261
First Hotel 63 Nanking East Road, Section 2, Taipei 02-5418234
Hotel Flowers 19 & 36 Hankow Street, Section 1, Taipei 02-3123811
Fortune Dragon Hotel 172 Chung Hsiao East Road, Section 4,
Taipei
02-7722121
Gala Hotel 186 Sung Chiang Road, Taipei 02-5415511
Gloria Hotel 369 Linshen North Road, Taipei 02-5818111
Golden ChinaHotel 306 Sung Chiang Road, Taipei 05-5215151
Hotel Golden Star 9 Lane 72, Chung Shan North Road, Section
2, Taipei
02-5519266
The Grand Hotel, Taipei 1 Chung Shan North Road, Section 4, Taipei 02-5965565
Grand Hyatt Taipei 2 Sung Shou Road, Taipei 02-7201234
Hilton International Taipei 38 Chung Hsiao West Road, Section 1,
Taipei
02-3115151
Howard Plaza Hotel 160 Jen Ai Road, Section 3, Taipei 02-7002323
Imperial Hotel 600 Linshen North Road, Taipei 02-5963333
* The telephone numbers above are local numbers. If you want to reach them, make an
international call : 011-886- local number.
Source: Taiwan Hotel & Restaurant Guide. 1993. ( 1993). Taiwan Visitor
Association.
Table 1 (Continued). Hotel List in Taiwan.
L Taipei
Company name Address Telephone
Kodak Hotel, Taipei 1, Lane 11, Chung Shan North Road, Section
2, Taipei
02-5422221
Lai Lai Sheraton Hotel Taipei 12 Chung-hsiao East Road, Section 1, Taipei 02-3215511
The Leofoo 168, Chang Chun Road, Taipei 02-5073211
Magnolia Hotel 166 Tun Hwa North Road, Taipei 02-7121201
Hotel New Asia 139 Chung Shan North Road, Section 2,
Taipei
02-5117181
Orient Hotel 85 Hankow Street, Section 1, Taipei 02-3317211
Paradise Hotel 24 Hsi Ning South Road, Taipei 02-3142122
President Hotel 9 Teh Hwei Street, Taipei 02-5951251
Rebar Holiday Inn Crowne
Plaza Hotel
32 Nanking East Road, Section 5, Taipei 02-7635656
The Regent Taipei 41 Chung Shan North Road, Section 2, Taipei 02-5238000
The Ritz Taipei Hotel 41 Min Chuan East Road, Section 2, Taipei 02-5971234
Hotel Riverview Taipei 77 Huan Ho South Road, Section 1, Taipei 02-3113131
Hotel Royal Taipei 37-1 Chung Shan North Road, Section 2,
Taipei
02-5423266
Santos Hotel 49 Cheng Teh Road, Section 3, Taipei 02-5963111
The Sherwood 1 1 Min Sheng East Road, Section 3, Taipei 02-7181188
Taipei Fortuna Hotel 122 Chung Shan North Road, Section 2,
Taipei
02-5631111
Hotel TaipeiMiramar 2Minchuan East Road, Section 3, Taipei 02-5053456
Taipei YMCA International
Guest House
19 Hsu Chang Street, Taipei 02-3113209
Unic Hotel 108 Hsinsheng North Road, Section 2, Taipei 02-5662135
United Hotel 200 Kuang Fu South Road, Taipei 02-7731515
* The telephone numbers above are local numbers. If you want to reach them, make an
international call : 01 1-886- local number.
Source: Taiwan Hotel & Restaurant Guide. 1993. ( 1993). Taiwan Visitor
Association.
Table 1 (Continued). Hotel List in Taiwan.
D. Hsinchu
Company name Address Telephone
China trust Hsinchu 106 Chung Yang Road, Hsinchu 03-5263181
DL Taichung
Company name Address Telephone
Evergreen Laurel Hotel 6 Chung Kang Road, Section 2,
Taichung
04-3289988
Hotel National 257 Taichung Kang Road, Section
1, Taichung
04-3213111
Plaza International Hotel 431 Ta Ya Road, Taichung 04-2956789
Taichung Hotel 87 Min Chuan Road, Taichung 04-2242121
Taichung Park International Tourist
Hotel
17 Kung Yuan Road, Taichung 04-2205181
IV. Tainan
Company name Address Telephone
Red hill Hotel 46 Cheng Kung Road, Tainan 06-2258121
Tainan Hotel 1 Cheng Kung Road, Tainan 06-2289101
Hotel Unique Tainan 77 Ta-Hsueh Road, Section West,
Tainan
06-2366789
V. Kaohsiung
Company name Address Telephone
The Ambassador Hotel, Kaohsiung 202 Min Sheng 2nd Road,
Kaohsiung
07-2115211
Buckingham Hotel 394 Chi Hsian 2nd Road, Kaohsiung 07-2822151
China trust Kaohsiung Hotel 43 Tajen Road, Kaohsiung 07-5217111
Grand Hotel, Kaohsiung Cheng Clung Lake, Kaohsiung 07-3835911
Holiday Garden, Kaohsiung 279 Liu-ho 2nd Road, Kaohsiung 07-2410121
Hotel Kingdom 42 Wu-Fu 4th Road, Kaohsiung 07-5518211
Hotel Major 7 Tajen Road, Yen Chen District,
Kaohsiung
07-5212266
Summit Hotel 426 Jeouru 1st Road, Kaohsiung 07-3845526
* The telephone numbers above are local numbers. If you want to reach them, make an
international call : 01 1-886- local number.
Source: Taiwan Hotel & Restaurant Guide. 1993. ( 1993). Taiwan Visitor
Association.
Table 2. Car Rental Company List in Taiwan.
L Taipei
Company name Address Telephone
E-Ta Car rental No. 124 Sec. 2 Chengteh Road, Taipei 02-5578405
Golden Dragon Car rental No. 175 Minchuan West Road, Taipei 02-5917658
Shang-hao Car rental No. 5 Ally 7 Ln30 Sec4 Hsinyi Road,
Taipei
02-7027907
Yi-sheng Car rental No. 196 Changchi Street, Taipei 02-5921613
Da-shun Car rental No.22 Ln. 33 Kwangfu South Road, Taipei 02-7668803
Cheng-ma Car rental No.515 Chungcheng Road Shihling, Taipei 02-8812008
Chia-pen Car rental No. 148 Sec. 3 Michuang East Road, Taipei 02-7131111
Yuan-yuan Car rental No. 14 Ln. 461 Chilin Road, Taipei 02-5966370
Hsiao-yao Car rental No.233 Sec.3 Patch Road, Taipei 02-7319473
Shang-chuang car rental F7 No.512 Sungkiang Road, Taipei 02-5975246
D. Hsinchu
Company name Address Telephone
E-shun Car rental No.231 Mintsu Road, Hsinchu 080-351888
Pa-da Car rental No.408Chungcheng Road, Hsinchu 035-551139
Chiu-fu Car rental No. 191 Tungkwang Road, Hsinchu 035-261008
Fast Car rental No. 365 Kwangfu South Road, Hsinchu 035-710042
Yung-shun Car rental No.l Ln. 309 Chunghea Road, Hsinchu 035-552111
HI. Taichung
Company name Address Telephone
Avis Car rental No.21-2 Sec.2 Chungkang Road, Taichung 04-3230112
Hsien-yang Car rental No.4 Ln. 100 Lin Shen Road, Taichung 04-3725337
Da-tund Car rental No. 150 Kienkwo Road, Taichung 04-2237777
Lu-fa Car rental No. 40-2 Tunghshin Road, Taichung 04-2323557
* The telephone numbers above are local numbers. If you want to reach them, make an
international call : 01 1-886- local number.
Source: The Yellow Page, 1993. ( 1993).
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Table 2 (Continued). Car Rental Company List in Taiwan.
P7. Tainan
Company name Address Telephone
Da-era Car rental No. 160 Sec.4 Changjung Road, Tainan 06-2352323
China united car rental No. 176 Tsichiang Road, Tainan 06-2268166
Ming-kuan Car rental No.370 Chingnien Road, Tainan 06-2366091
Fu-hsiung Car rental No.70 Sec.2 Changjung Road, Tainan 06-2744564
Hua-nien Car rental No.592 Huaping Road, Tainan 06-2970111
Yu-chang car rental No.435 Chingnien Road, Tainan 06-2363495
V. Kaohsiung
Company name Address Telephone
E-Dai Car rental No.4-1 Mintsu first Road, Kaohsiung 07-2240088
Shang-hua Car rental No.5 1 Kienkwo Second Road, Kaohsiung 07-2226219
Big Kaihsiung Car rental No.28 Chunhcheng Second Road,
Kaohsiung
07-2238649
Shih-mao Car rental No. 208 chun hsiao Road, Kaohsiung 07-5830333
* The telephone numbers above are local numbers. If you want to reach them, make an
international call : 01 1-886- local number.
Source: The Yellow Pages, 1993. ( 1993).
n
tourism statistics data in 1992 and Taiwan Hotel & Restaurant Guide in
1993 from the Tourism Bureau in Taiwan, 3) Conducting a telephone
survey to gather car-rental price, and 4)Using data based on the author's
personal experiences and cultural background.
The Study Population
The study population in this study includes all hotels and car rental
companies used by business travelers when they visit Taiwan.
In this study, the convenient samples and information which
appeared in the Taiwan Hotel & Restaurant Guide 1993 were processed.
Car rental companies were chosen from yellow pages, then a telephone
survey was conducted to collect car rental price in the five cities.
The ABI (Abstract Business Index) system was used as the source
of literature review.
Excel was responsible for data processing in this study.
Data Collection and Recording
All the price information in Taiwan Hotel & Restaurant Guide 1993
used New Taiwan dollars as the standard. The exchange rate in this study
was US $ 1 : NT $ 25 since the exchange rate is always presumed with the
lower denomination.
Some of data in Taiwan Hotel & Restaurant Guide 1993 is
expressed in terms of a range price. Then, the means of the range were
calculated and recorded. All gathered data was processed by Excel.
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Scope and Limitations
It is hard to get data from Taiwan businesses. They view their price
structure as a secret. In this study, the gathered data is a record from
Taiwan Hotel & Restaurant Guide 1 993. The prices still leave room for
corporations to negotiate. The samples in this study came from Taiwan
Hotel & Restaurant Guide 1993. However, there still are more hotels in
Taiwan which are used by business travelers, and they may provide
different opportunities.
Since the samples used were the convenient ones, they may not
represent the population and may lead to misleading conclusions about the
population.
Definition of Terms
Business traveler: It means those who travel for business purpose.
Corporate Travel Index: Corporate Travel Index has been published by
Corporate Travel Magazine for the past 8 years.
Corporate Travel Index is a survey undertaken
each year. It is helpful to predict the corporate
travel expenses in the largest cities in the US.
The school of Food, Hotel & Tourism
Management at the Rochester Institute of
Technology is responsible for collecting data
from hotels, restaurants, and car rental agencies.
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Taiwan Hotel & Restaurant Guide 1993 : Taiwan Hotel & Restaurant
Guide 1993 is an annual
publication of the Taiwan
visitors association to introduce
its member hotels.
Excel: It is a software which does statistical analysis and draws tables and
charts from data.
Convenience sampling: Samples obtained from whichever units of the
population are easily accessible (Moore, 1991).
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
The background of Taiwan Travel business
Geography
Taiwan is a leaf-shaped island situated in the Pacific Ocean about
200 kilometers (120 miles) off the south east coast ofChina. Strategically
located in the East China sea, midway between Japan and Korea on the
north and Hong Kong and the PhiUppines on the South. It is 386
kilometers (240 miles) from north to south and 137 kilometers (85 miles)
across its widest points from east to west. With an island area of 36,000
square kilometers (13,900 square miles), Taiwan is the smallest province
of China. Two thirds of the country is mountainous; a central mountain
chain runs north to south, and there are more than 60 peaks over 3,000
meters (9840 feet). About 25 percent of the area is alluvial plain, most of
it on the coastal strip and on the west coast of the island. The island is
served by two international airports one is in Taoyuan near to Taipei,
and the other in Kaohsiung in the south. There are three important ports
Keelung, Kaohsiung, and Taichung in Taiwan. All the principal cities in
the island are well connected by roadways and rail lines (See Figure 2).
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Figure 2. TheMap of Taiwan.
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Source: A Glance at Taiwan Republic of China. (1988).Tourism Bureau in
Taiwan.
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Nomenclature
The government of Taiwan calls itself as the government of the
Republic of China (ROC). Taiwan also is known by several names. Many
of them have political implications. These include Taipei China, or
Chinese Taipei, and even Taiwan. The name given by the early Portuguese
explorers Formosa is apolitical, but is used only in some tourism
descriptions, in some non-English languages and occasionally in the USA.
In the travel world, the name
"Taiwan" is usually used. One important
exception is the Pacific Asia Travel Association, which uses "Republic of
China" (Taiwan, 1991).
Economy
Taiwan is famous for its rapid and impressive economic growth.
During 1987 the gross domestic product (GDP) rose 12 percent. After
1987, there has been a slowdown. The sluggish performance was
exacerbated by the fact that products from Taiwan are costing more
because of the appreciation ofTaiwan's currency. Its value has risen
substantially over the past few years. In August 1993 the exchange rate
was US $ 1 to NT $ 27 compared with NT $ 39.85 in 1985
(See Figure 3).
Taiwan has experienced minimal unemployment over the past
decade. The unemployment rate always keep under 1.70 (See Figure 4).
The rate is high for Taiwan but still low by international standards.
17
Figure 3. Number ofNT $ purchased by US $ 1 over 1985-1992.
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Figure 4. Unemployment Rate in Taiwan, 1982-1992.
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The travel business
No data is available on tourism's contribution to the economy in
Taiwan. It was estimated about 2 percent ofGDP (Taiwan, 1991).
As in many other industries, the travel business in Taiwan faces a
chronic shortage of skilled employees. This shortage has also pushed
average salaries higher, which then results in higher local costs for foreign
visitors
Besides the manpower problem, the inadequate transportation
system is another factor which influences the travel business. There are
some places worth visiting in Taiwan, but inconvenient public
transportation has kept people away. As a result, in recent years the
Taiwan government has increased public spending on large infrastructure
projects, such as roads/highways and a NT $ 155 billion underground
railway system in Taipei, which is called the Six-Year National
Development Plan and hope to ensure a higher standard of living. Some of
these projects are expected to ease traffic congestion in Taipei and
improve the accessibility of some tourism destinations across Taiwan,
particularly on the east coast. However, the progress is slow on some of
these projects, due in part to the labor shortage and problems involving
land acquisition.
Visitor arrivals
Taiwan receives around 2 million visitors a year (See Figure 5),
roughly the same as Australia and Indonesia. However, the growth in
visitor arrivals in Taiwan has been low for most of the past decade. From
20
Figure 5. Visitor Arrivals, 1981-1991.
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Source: 1991 Annual Report. (1992). Tourism Bureau in Taiwan.
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1980 to 1990 the number of visitors to Taiwan increased just 39 percent.
By comparison, visitors to Hong Kong rose 160 percent in the same ten
year period, those to Singapore rose 108 percent and those to Thailand
increased 185 percent (Taiwan, 1991).
The main reasons for the poor performance in Taiwan are the
following.
Its strong currency (see Figure 3). The strong New Taiwan
dollar, while making overseas travel more affordable for its
residents, has made Taiwan more expensive for visitors.
The lack ofnew tourist attractions and a tourism "image".
Taiwan has few major tourist attractions to offer and some (such as
SunMoon Lake, Taroko Gorge and Hualien) are not readily
accessible. At one time, the country was considered by foreign
tourists as a center for Chinese culture, but this had changed after
the opening up ofChina to foreign travelers after 1978. Many
foreign tourists now prefer to go to China to see Chinese culture
and regard Taiwan, and Taipei in particular, merely as a business
destination.
Inadequate or a lack ofdirect air links with some important
market sources. This is due largely to a political factor. Some
countries do not have formal diplomatic ties with Taiwan and do not
want their airlines to fly into Taiwan, fearing that it would displease
the Chinese (People Republic ofChina) government. This has,
however, changed over the past year and more direct services are
likely to be established in the next few years.
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The major market of tourism (See Figure 6)
The major markets of Taiwan tourism are Japan, Hong Kong, USA,
and South Korea.The 1991 tourism report showed that nearly half of all
visitors came from Japan (44.95 percent of all visitors), largely because
Taiwan was a Japanese colony from 1895 to 1945. USA supported 12.96
percent of all visitors, Hong Kong 9.80 percent and South Korea 8.67
percent.
The performance of the US market has been sluggish since 1987
(See Figure 7). This is due partly to the fact that some pleasure traffic from
theUSA diverted to China in response to the opening up ofChina to
foreign tourists. The increasing number of good hotels in China, coupled
with its lower costs, encouraged this situation. The number of visitors
from Hong Kong has been dropping steadily over the past few years.
Beginning in 1989, South Korea has quickly became a major source for
Taiwan since the Korea government lifted all restrictions on outbound
travel.
Around 76.30 percent of Taiwan's visitors came fromwithin Asia in
1991 (Tourism Bureau, 1991). The high Asian share is due to the fact that
Taiwan had few air links with Europe and Australia. Accordingly, visitors
had no motivation to include a Taiwan stop in their larger itineraries.
However, AirNew Zealand started a weekly flight in July 1991 and flights
between Australia began in September 1991. Thus the situation had been
improved.
In Taiwan there is one more market segment designated "Overseas
Chinese." These are Taiwanese nationals living abroad but holding foreign
23
Eigure_6. Taiwan Visitor Arrivals by Nationality, 1991.
Other 18%
Malaysia 2%
Singapore 3%
South Korea 9%
Hong Kong 10%
U.S.A. 13%
Japan 45%
Source : 1991 Annual Report. 1991. (1992). Tourism Bureau in Taiwan.
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Figure 7. The Performance of The US Market, 1987- 1991.
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Years
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Source : 1991 Annual Report. ( 1992). Tourism Bureau in Taiwan.
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passports. Most of them return to Taiwan to visit friends and relatives
although some travel for other purposes.
Seasonality
Seasonal differences in the visitor market in Taiwan are
insignificant. This is due partly to the fact that the business share of
visitors has been high, and partly due to the fact that Taiwan has a sub
tropical climate with small changes in temperature during the year.
Average temperatures range from around 15 C in January-February to
28 C in July-August. Winters in Taiwan are short and snow falls only on
the island's highermountains. The most comfortable weather for traveling
is September-October when the average temperture is not too hot and
humid.
As Taiwan shifts even more from a tourism destination to a business
destination, the fluctuation in visitor numbers caused by seasonal factors
will become even less marked.
Length of stay
In Taiwan the visitor's length of stay is calculated from the date of
arrival, as indicated on the disembarkation card, to the date of departure.
The cut-off point is 60 nights, so that visitors who stay more than 60 days
are counted as having stayed only 60 days. This cut-off point is high
relative to other major destinations in Asia, making Taiwan's figures not
directly comparable with other countries'.
Taiwan's length of stay has been relatively steady over the past
decade, climbing from 6.62 nights in 1982 to 7.31 nights in 1991. Visitors
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from the USA stayed the longest among themajor markets with 12.23
nights in 1991 (See Figure 8).
Visitor expenditure
According to Report on Tourism Statistics. 1991 Republic ofChina.
the average visitor expenditure on Taiwan is US $ 148.89 which had been
growing faster than growth in actual visitor arrivals (See Figure 9). This
was due largely to the strong appreciation of the New Taiwan dollar
against the major currencies, making travel more expensive formost
visitors.
Attractions
Taiwan has yet to achieve an international tourism image. Taiwan's
reputation is based on its international trade and "made-in-Taiwan"
products, not its beauty. Taiwan lacks any significant historical culture of
its own and has had no "national" image since China took back the
"China" image when it opened its borders to visitors after 1978. It is true
that Taiwan has a spectacular all-China collection of artifacts in the
national palacemuseum in Taipei, but one museum does not make a
national image. Tourists will visit China since it is much cheaper and there
are more things to see.
In fact, Taiwan's tourism attractions are mainly natural scenery
centers such as lakes, mountains and country sides. Taiwan's Tourism
Bureau divides Taiwan into four geographical regions north region,
central region, southern region, and eastern region (See FigurelO). The
major scenic spots in the northern region include Peitou, CKS memorial
Hall, Sun Yet-Sen Memorial Hall, Martyr's Temple, Northeastern Coast,
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Figure 8. Length of Stay inMajorMarkets, 1991.
Japan Hong Kong USA
Major Markets of Taiwan Tourism
South Korea
Source: 1QQ1 Annual Report. (1992). Tourism
Bureau in Taiwan.
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Figure 9. Average Daily Expenditures Per Visitor, 1991.
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Figure 10. Tourist and Recreation area in Taiwan.
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Northern Coast, YoungmingMountain, Wulai, CKS Graveyard, Shihmen
Dam, andWindow on China. In the central region they include Hsito,
SoonMoon lake, Ah Mountain, PakuaMountain, PearMountain, and
Kukuan. In the southern region they include Chengching Lake, Kenting
National Park, Penghu, Tsengwen Dam, Wushanton Dam, and Chunchiu
Pavilion. In the eastern region they include Suhwua coast, Eastern Coast,
Green Island, Orichid Island, Chihpen Hot Spring, Tienshiang, and
Taroko. Even though Taiwan has beautiful scenery, it is very
unprofessionally developed from tourism point of view and lacks new
attractions encourage repeat tourists.
However, a Disney style theme park has been started in Taichung at
a cost ofUS $ 500 million. Construction began in 1992 and was going to
take about four years to complete. The country's national tourist office was
one of the investment groups. Based on Taiwan's visitor trends (a reducing
pleasuremarket, and older visitors), this amusement park is unlikely to
draw a large number of visitors from overseas. In addition, its location in
central Taiwan is not easily accessible from Taipei and there are no other
nearby attractions. In other words, the park is to be built primarily for a
domestic audience.
Accommodations
Taiwan, like Japan, had been one of the few countries in Asia that
had not accepted (i.e. actively discouraged, or prevented) international
hotel management companies from developing international standard
hotels. For both nations, however, this has changed over the past few
years.
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During the early 1980s, only Hilton had a hotel in Taiwan and this
was a long-standing agreement (its hotel opened there in 1973). However,
it was joined in 1984 by the Royal (part of Japan's Nikko group) and
recently by Hyatt and Regent. Most international hotels are located in
Taipei, but in some new developments (like Kenting, which has the Caesar
Park hotel) and existing developments (like the Sun Moon Lake), there is
still little or no foreign activity.
Taiwan's national tourist office classifies hotels into international
class and tourist class. In addition, the national tourist office has
established a hotel grading system using a "plum
blossom"
classification
instead of the more common stars. Criteria include facilities, architectural
design, management, sanitation, and quality of food and services.
International class hotels are given four or five plum blossoms, while
tourist class hotels are given two or three (Tourism Bureau, 1991).
Since 1984, the number of hotel rooms in Taiwan has been falling
steadily as some were closed, burned down or converted for other uses.
However, this trend was reversed in 1990 when there was a 12 percent
increase in the room count in the category of international class hotels.
There were some new hotels constructed in 1992 (See Table 3).
At the end of 1991 Taiwan had over 20,000 rooms (See Figure 11).
Seventy-three percent of them were in international class hotels; the other
27 percent is in tourist class hotels. Over the past ten years there has been
a steady decline in the number of rooms in tourist class hotels. This could
be related to a changing visitor pattern: visitors are getting older and more
of them are expense account business travelers demanding a higher
standard of hotel.
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Tat>le 3. New Hotel Construction in Taiwan since 1992.
Area Company name Available
time
Taipei Ting - Ting Hotel Oct. 1993
Hsinchu Fu - Lung international Hotel Jul. 1997
Hsinchu Kuan - Hsi Leofoo Dec. 1993
Taoyuan Lung - Chu - Wan Holiday Inn Nov. 1993
Taoyuan Da - Hsi Inn Jun. 1993
Taichung Evergreen Hotel Oct. 1992
Taichung Ken - ting Howard Plaza Dec. 1993
Nanto Hsitu Mi - Ti Hotel Jun. 1993
Tainan Liang - Mei Hotel Dec. 1993
Tainan Lin - yaun Hotel Jul. 1993
Tainan Tsen - Wen Holiday Inn Jun. 1993
Kaohsiung Lin - yaun Hotel Sep. 1993
Kaohsiung Kaohsiung Howard Plaza Dec. 1993
Kaohsiung Han - Shen Hotel Oct. 1993
Kaohsiung Hui - Lai Hotel Dec. 1995
Kaohsiung Chin - Yun Hotel Dec. 1995
Kaohsiung Chin-Chi village International
Hotel
Sep. 1994
Pingtung Ken - ting Howard Plaza Dec. 1993
Pingtung Hai - Kou Hotel Dec. 1994
Hualien Mei - lun Hotel Dec. 1993
Source: 1991 Annual Report. (1992). Tourism Bureau in Taiwan.
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Figure 11. Tourist Hotel in Taiwan, 1991.
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Aviation
Airports
Taiwan has two international airports: CKS international airport
(named after the late Chiang Kai-Shek, who was the first president the
Republic ofChina and developed the fundamental infrastructure for this
island.) near Taipei, and Kaohsiung international airport near Kaohsiung,
Taiwan's second largest city, in the south of the island.
The CKS airport is in Taoyuan county, about 40 kilometers
southwest ofTaipei. It is linked to other major cities in the western part of
Taiwan by a freeway running all the way to Kaohsiung in the south. The
airport accounted for 92.7 percent of all visitor arrivals to Taiwan in 1991
(See Figurel2). Of those few arriving by sea, Kaohsiung is the main port
of entry.
International air services
There has been considerable activity in the commercial aviation
scene in Taiwan over the past three years.
China Airlines (CAL), the flag carrier which had an international
monopoly in Taiwan, has been joined by two other Taiwan based
international airlines.
One is Eva Airlines, originally called Evergreen Airlines, the name
of its owning group which is operator of the world's biggest
container-
shipping line. The name had been changed to avoid confusion with the
long established Evergreen International Airlines in the USA. It also is
Taiwan's first privately owned international carrier.
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Fjgure_12. Visitor Arrivals by Mode ofTransport and Port of Entry, 1991.
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Source: 1991 Annual Report. (1992). Tourism Bureau in Taiwan.
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The second new international airline is Mandarin Airlines, a
subsidiary ofChina Airlines. In its short paper life to date, it has been
named Hua Hsin, then Grand Pacific and then Skyrider; however, in
Taiwan it is commomly refered to as Hua Hsin. China Airlines owns 67
percent of the NT $ 4 billion (US $ 148 million) capital and the balance is
with Koo's Group, owned by businessman C. F. Koo. The new airline was
created to specialize in serving routes to Australia and New Zealand.
Domestic air services
In addition to these international developments, some of Taiwan's
domestic airlines have been formed or reformed over the past three years.
Much of their activity is related to their hopes that it will soon be possible
operate direct flights between Taiwan and China.
Taiwan's domestic airlines consist ofChina Asia Airlines, Far
Eastern Air Transport (FEAT), Formosa Airlines, Trans Asia Airway
Airlines, Great China Airlines, Makung Airlines and Taiwan Airlines.
New services by foreign carriers
At the same time, a number of new international air services entered
Taiwan market. Trade winds, a subsidiary of Singapore Airlines, began
Singapore Kaohsiung flights in August 1990 and Continental Airlines
began Guam Taipei flights in October 1990. In 1991 Canadian Airlines
International started Vancouver Taipei flights in February, Asian
Airlines from South Korea began Seoul Taipei flights in March, Lauda
Air from Austria began Vienna Taipei flights in June and Air New
Zealand began Auckland Taipei flights in July.
The latest destination added to international airlink is Australia.
Taiwan and Australia have no diplomatic links and so do not want their
main airlines (China Airlines and Qantas Airways) to fly the route. None
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the less in 1990 the two countries signed an air agreement. On its part,
Qantas has formed its own subsidiary, called Australian Asia Airlines, for
the Taiwan route and painted one of its B767s ready for this operation.
Mandarin Airlines, as mentioned above, is for the route to Australia.
This new service marks a victory for the Taiwan government in
winning back countries which in the past avoided flying into Taiwan
fearing that it would displease the government in Peking.
Summary ofTourism Development ofTaiwan
Over the past few years, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, China, and
South Korea have made tourism their high priorities. The result is clear.
Their visitor arrivals have increased, cultural preservation has received a
shot in the arm, cities are cleaner, transportation is better, and service
industries have enjoyed higher standards and profits. Moreover, there are
spin offs. These include improved international images and greater success
in attracting international conferences and athletic events. In the midst of
this rapid change, Taiwan is falling behind.
The government has established economic policy goals, including
several given promoting tourism. But thus far has not given adequate
support to promoting tourism. Although the island's coastal and mountain
scenery, art scene, cuisine, and cultural resources have great tourism
potential, they are not well developed, packaged, or marketed. Taiwan
also has failed to broaden its market sources. Today, over 75 percent of all
visitors come from just fourmarkets-Japan, USA, Hong Kong and South
Korea. The extension to new markets needs more serious attention.
The lack of land is one fundamental issue in tourism development in
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Taiwan. With a high population density and limited land, the zoning of
Taiwan's land which was done decades ago, located nothing for road and
tourist constructions. This explains why the new tourist attraction
destinations are hard to develop.
The lack of international activities also applies to airhnks although,
as indicated earlier, this was more a political matter. However, with more
international airlines, andmore international hotel groups, the promotion
of the country will increase. The introduction of new flights by foreign
airlines will bring in more visitors. This is especially good because most
are from countries which in the past did not have direct air access to
Taiwan. Even if the national tourism office has so far found it difficult to
identify an image for Taiwan, the airlines and the hotels are likely to be
more successful.
There is another positive development. The strong growth in the
value of the Taiwanese dollar againstmajor currencies appears to have
slowed down, and this would help in holding down local ground costs.
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The spending style of business travelers
Businesses spend an enormous amount ofmoney on business
travels. Traveling for business has become a way to do business. Business
travelers go out for company business. Naturally, they expect their trips to
be as painless as possible. Comfort and convenience are the key factors
that influence the spending style of business travelers. Business travelers
would not like to pay more then necessary. Their spending basically
includes the airfare, lodging, car rental, meals, and entertainment fee (See
Figurel3).
When discussing the expenditure about the business travel, the
purpose of business travel should be identified. According to Stewart's
speech in Outlook for business travelers. 1993. forty-eight percent of
business travelers attend meetings and conventions on their business trips;
1 1 percent travel for company operations; 10 percent for consulting; 9
percent each for personal business and sales; and 7 percent for
management reasons in 1992 (See Figurel4). From the result, clearly most
of business travels are necessary and have specified purposes.
Business travel is sensitive to economic trend. Economic trends
bear significantly on business travelers because the number of trips they
take and the number of nights they are away from home and the impact
thes have on corporate revenues. Business travel moves with the ebb and
flow of economic conditions. The better the economy, the more revenue
and profits firms will make and that results in more travel for business
purposes (Stewart, 1992).
In times when all expenses must be carefully controlled and
business travel is no longer considered to be a perk of the job with
limitless expenses, the tourism industry has recognized that the
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Figure 13. Where do your travel and entertainment dollars go?
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Source: American Express 1991 Survey ofBusiness Travel Management.
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Figure 14. The Purpose ofBusiness Trip.
Consulting 10%
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Physical Fitness 6%
Company Operations 11%
Sales9*
Meetings and Conventions 48%
Source: U. S. Travel Data Center. (1992).
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businessman is no longer prepared, or indeed in some cases, no longer
able to pay top rates.
More and more companies have set up the travel policies and daily
allowances which are based on an estimate of theminimum requirements
and act as guides to budget the travel cost. Thus, many travelers have
learned both how to be comfortable on business trips and how to save
money and time by making the right choices and asking the right
questions. Now business travelers will choose more modest consumption
products instead of the most expensive or luxurious ones.
Travel spending includes air travel, lodging, meals, entertainment,
and car rental. In this hterature review, these items are identified.
Airline
Airfares are the biggest component of the travel budget, on both
domestic and international trips. As globalization expands, there are more
opportunities to take international business trips. Businesses can not use
discounts air rate as frequently as possible they would like. Making a good
deal with airline companies has a large effect on the cost of business
travel.
Realizing its big potential, airline companies have tried to make
some improvements to attract more business travelers. The big change is a
new focus on improving the entire air travel experience, from ground to air
and back again. They provide business travelers easier to pick up the
tickets and check-in procedures. Business class customers also have
increased space around their seats and more choices on their meals. Some
companies offer air-to-ground telephone service to help business travelers
to keep in touch.
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In order to obtain the lowest airline fare, business travelers should
develop a relation with travel agents who specialize in commercial or
corporate travel.
Corporations can help their travelers obtain the best rate. The key
factors for negotiation are the overall health of the airline industry, the
degree of competition on certain routes, the volume of a firm's travel on a
certain route, a firm's share of total travel on certain routes, and a firm's
ability to shift its travel to other carriers. If used properly, a
company'
volume leverage can obtain rates that are below existing corporate rate.
Hotel
For business travelers, hotels are evolving from the traditional concept of
"
a place to sleep and also be able to do
business"
to
"
a place where you
can count on being able to do business and to sleep as well"(Moss, 1992).
The most important factors in hotel selection are cleanliness,
comfortable and safety. Basically the facilities in the lodging require that
the bedrooms should be large enough to work in comfortably and should
be equipped with bath/shower, air-conditioning/central heating (where
necessary), working table/desk, light for reading , telephone and radio and
television. The chosen hotels should be in a central location, i.e., in the
main shopping or business district.
Hotel cost is a big part of business spending as well. Getting the
best hotel rate is of vital significance in controlling business spending.
There are three rates available: the rack rate, which is paid by the general
public; the commercial or corporate rate, which is offered to companies
with a sizable volume of business; and the negotiated rate, which is
offered to companies that think the commercial rate is still too high and
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can convince the hotel to lower it. Hotel corporate room rates change in
response to factors such as room supply, and the demand. Overall savings
of 40% to 50% can be expected(Kate, 1991).
Hotels not only offer the lower rate to attract more business
travelers, they also offer more services such as easy check-in and check
out facilities, easy payment, late check-out facilities and in some instances
deluxe accommodation for the price of a standard room or free
accommodation for an accompanying spouse. Beside these services, the
business center is becoming a new strategy. These business centers offer
large desk space and word processing services, printers, typewriters,
portable fax machines, cellular phones and digital pagers.
Car rental
For car rental companies, it's no longer enough to offer a clean,
reliable vehicle at a fair price. In order to respond to the needs of more
business travelers, the major rental companies include mobile equipment
in their servicemix.
Meals and entertainment and logistical support
Air fare, lodging, and transportation are the major direct costs
associated with business travels, but there are also indirect costs such as
meals, entertainment, or long-distance phone calls and fax since business
travelers lack the administrative and logistic support of the home offices.
The individual's requirements will vary with the type of visit
planned. While on one day the traveler may find that he took several taxis
but neither ate at his hotel, the next day he may find himself hotel-bound.
It should be remembered that requirements will also vary with the city
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being visited and the individual's tastes; ten people staying at the same
hotel at the same time may product ten different expense sheets.
Miscellaneous spending is recognized for this purpose. In the past,
Companies gave travelers cash in advance. Today most companies use
credit cards which are good for keeping these kinds of spending under
control.
The companies issue a corporate credit card to their frequent
travelers. The advantage is it allows for the acquisition of additional
spending information. This information also reflects actual expenses. For
instance, the rate quoted at the time of reservation may not be the one that
is actually delivered to the traveler at check in.
Summary
Travel and entertainment expenses represent the third largest
controllable expense of a corporation, behind salary expense andMIS
costs (Giancola, 1992). Taking advantage of travel services is a good way
to manage travel spending and avoid waste. Travel services include travel
agencies, credit card issuers, and consulting firms. Most of the large
groups of travel agents have a business travel section. These sections are
particularly useful to companies with hmited travel requirements as they
have a staffwhich is trained to deal with the business traveler and which
are aware of all the available economies that can be made.
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CHAPTER III
TABULATIONAND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
After the data processing, the total per day cost to take business
trips in Taiwan for 1993 is $ 231.67( See figure 15). The meal is $ 39.85;
car rental costs $76.24; and hotel rate is $ 1 15.58 per day. In this study,
the North region means Taipei. The Central region means Hsinchu and
Taichung. Tainan and Kaohsiug are belong to the South region.
Table 4 records the detailed data about per day hotel rate plus meals
cost in each hotel. Since hotels in Taiwan have at least one restaurant on
the site, the food cost is according to the price of eating in the hotel.
Table 5 shows the car rental price per day for each car rental company.
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Figure 15. The Per DiemCost in Taiwan, 1993.
Meals: $
39.85
Car rental: $
76.24
Hotel: $
115.58
Total : $ 231.67
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Table 4. Breakdown of cities ]per dav Hotel and Food cost in Tarwan. 1993
I. Taipei(US $)
Company name HOTEL BRKFST LUNCH DINNER Meals Totals
Hotel Golden Star $48.00 $4.40 $7.20 $8.00 $19.60 $67.60
OrientHotel $68.00 $5.20 $5.20 $73.20
Kodak Hotel, Taipei $55.00 $6.00 $8.00 $12.00 $26.00 $81.00
Taipei YMCA International Guest
House
$56.00 $5.20 $12.00 $12.00 $29.20 $85.20
Paradise Hotel $76.00 $7.20 $10.00 $10.00 $27.20 $103.20
Hotel Flowers $85.00 $4.80 $10.40 $11.60 $26.80 $111.80
CosmosHotel $84.00 $6.00 $12.00 $12.00 $30.00 $114.00
First Hotel $88.00 $8.80 $10.40 $11.60 $30.80 $118.80
Unic Hotel $92.00 $6.00 $10.00 $14.00 $30.00 $122.00
Hotel New Asia $88.00 $7.20 $12.00 $16.00 $35.20 $123.20
Hotel China Taipei $96.00 $8.00 $11.20 $11.20 $30.40 $126.40
The Leofoo $96.00 $ 10.34 $14.00 $18.00 $42.34 $128.00
Empress Hotel $104.00 $6.20 $12.00 $12.00 $30.20 $134.20
Emperor Hotel $112.00 $8.00 $10.40 $14.00 $32.40 $144.40
Hotel China Yangmingshan $120.00 $7.20 $13.20 $17.60 $38.00 $158.00
GalaHotel $120.00 $8.40 $13.20 $17.20 $38.80 $158.80
Golden ChinaHotel $128.00 $10.00 $15.20 $17.60 $42.80 $170.80
UnitedHotel $130.00 $13.00 $16.00 $16.00 $45.00 $175.00
Santos Hotel $136.00 $10.40 $14.00 $18.00 $42.40 $178.40
Taipei FortunaHotel $131.00 $12.80 $15.60 $20.00 $48.40 $179.40
Hotel TaipeiMiramar $144.00 $11.20 $14.00 $17.60 $42.80 $186.80
Hotel Riverview Taipei $140.00 $11.20 $16.00 $20.00 $47.20 $187.20
BrotherHotel $144.00 $11.20 $17.20 $20.00 $48.40 $192.40
Imperial Hotel $156.00 $10.40 $16.80 $20.80 $48.00 $204.00
Fortune Dragon Hotel $164.00 $11.36 $14.00 $18.00 $43.36 $207.36
PresidentHotel $160.00 $12.40 $18.00 $20.00 $50.40 $210.40
Gloria Hotel $160.00 $13.20 $23.32 $26.40 $62.92 $222.92
Hotel Royal Taipei $176.00 $12.00 $16.00 $21.20 $49.20 $225.20
The Grand Hotel, Taipei $168.00 $13.60 $20.00 $24.00 $57.60 $225.60
RebarHoliday Inn Crowne Plaza Hotel $168.00 $14.00 $18.00 $26.40 $58.40 $226.40
Magnolia Hotel $192.00 $10.80 $15.20 $20.00 $46.00 $238.00
The Ambassador Hotel $184.00 $12.80 $22.00 $24.00 $58.80 $242.80
The Regent Taipei $256.00 $10.34 $15.58 $18.69 $44.61 $256.00
The Ritz Taipei Hotel $216.00 $13.60 $19.20 $26.00 $58.80 $274.80
Lai Lai Sheraton Hotel Taipei $220.00 $15.60 $23.00 $23.00 $61.60 $281.60
Hilton International Taipei $220.00 $14.20 $24.00 $26.00 $64.20 $284.20
Grand Hyatt Taipei $220.00 $16.00 $24.00 $28.00 $68.00 $288.00
Howard PlazaHotel $222.00 $15.40 $24.00 $28.00 $67.40 $289.40
Asiaworld PlazaHotel, Taipei $244.00 $14.40 $18.00 $24.00 $56.40 $300.40
The Sherwood $252.00 $14.80 $22.40 $28.00 $65.20 $317.20
City average $142.98 $10.34 $15.58 $18.69 $44.61 $187.58
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Table 4 (Continued). Breakdown of cities per day Hotel and Food cost in
Taiwan. 1993
11. Hsinchu
Company name HOTEL BRKFST LUNCH DINNER MEALS TOTALS
Chinatrust Hsinchu $102.00 $8.00 $10.40 $14.80 $33.20 $135.20
City average $102.00 $8.00 $10.40 $14.80 $33.20 $135.20
III. Taichung
Company name HOTEL BRKFST LUNCH DINNER MEALS TOTALS
Taichung Park International Tourist
Hotel
$70.00 $5.20 $13.20 $14.00 $32.40 $102.40
Taichung Hotel $76.00 $5.60 $17.60 $17.60 $40.80 $116.80
Hotel National $112.40 $9.60 $14.40 $16.80 $40.80 $153.20
Plaza International Hotel $128.00 $9.60 $16.00 $18.00 $43.60 $171.60
Evergreen Laurel Hotel $152.00 $14.00 $22.00 $30.00 $66.00 $218.00
City average $107.68 $8.80 $16.64 $19.28 $44.72 $152.40
IV. Tainan
Company name HOTEL BRKFST LUNCH DINNER MEALS TOTALS
Redhill Hotel $64.00 $8.00 $10.80 $14.40 $33.20 $97.20
Tainan Hotel $88.00 $9.20 $15.00 $21.00 $45.20 $133.20
Hotel Unique Tainan $172.00 $8.60 $12.90 $17.70 $39.20 $172.00
City average $108.00 $8.60 $12.90 $17.70 $39.20 $147.20
V . Kaohsiung
Company name HOTEL BRKFST LUNCH DINNER MEALS TOTALS
Buckingham Hotel $74.00 $5.60 $4.80 $4.80 $15.20 $89.20
SummitHotel $92.00 $10.00 $14.80 $16.80 $41.60 $133.60
Grand Hotel, Kaohsiung $100.00 $7.20 $12.80 $14.00 $34.00 $134.00
Hotel Major $104.00 $10.00 $16.00 $16.00 $42.00 $146.00
Chinatrust Kaohsiung Hotel $116.00 $11.20 $12.00 $14.00 $37.20 $153.20
Holiday Garden, Kaohsiung $125.00 $11.20 $12.80 $16.80 $40.80 $165.80
The Ambassador Hotel, Kaohsiung $152.00 $11.60 $18.00 $20.00 $49.60 $201.60
Hotel Kingdom $175.00 $10.80 $14.00 $16.80 $41.60 $216.60
City average $117.25 $9.70 $13.15 $14.90 $37.75 $155.00
* The hotel rate is consider for a single room. The food rate is the price of eating on
the restaurant.
* All accommodation and meal prices are inclusive of a 5% government tax, but
subject to a 10% service charge. Tipping is not necessary.
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Table 5. Breakdown of cities per dav Car Rental cost in Taiwan. 1993.
I. Taipei
Company name Prices
E-Ta Car rental $100.00
Golden Dragon Car
rental
$100.00
Shang-hao Car rental $80.00
Yi-sheng Car rental $88.00
Da-shun Car rental $84.00
Cheng-ma Car rental $92.00
Chia-pen Car rental $84.00
Yuan-yuan Car rental $80.00
Hsiao-yao Car rental $88.00
Shang-chuang car
rental
$120.00
City average $91.60
II. Hsinchu
Company name Prices
E-shun Car rental $84.00
Pa-da Car rental $80.00
Chiu-fu Car rental $76.00
Fast Car rental $76.00
Yung-shun Car rental $72.00
City average $77.60
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Table 5 (Continued). Breakdown of cities per day Car Rental cost in
Taiwan. 1993.
III. Taichung
Company name Prices
Avis Car rental $80.00
Hsien-yang Car rental $80.00
Da-tund Car rental $72.00
Lu-fa Car rental $80.00
City average $78.00
IV. Tainai
Company name Prices
Da-era Car rental $64.00
China united car rental $52.00
Ming-kuan Car rental $68.00
Fu-hsiung Car rental $72.00
Hua-nien Car rental $60.00
Yu-chang car rental $68.00
City average $64.00
V. Kaohsiung
Company name price
E-Dai Car rental $72.00
Shang-hua Car rental $72.00
Big Kaihsiung Car rental $64.00
Shih-mao Car rental $72.00
City average $70.00
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DATA ANALYSIS
1. The average per day cost for business travelers when visiting Taiwan in
1993 is US $ 231.67. Taipei, the most expensive city in the five cities,
needs US $ 279.19 per day. Taichung which counts for US $ 230.16 is
the second most expensive one. Those following are: Kaohsiung at
$ 225.00, Hsinchu at $ 212.80, and Tainan at $ 21 1.20 (See Figure 16).
2. The North region of Taiwan is the highest cost region among three
regions at $ 279.19 no matter on the hotel, food or car rental cost. The
others, the Central ($ 221.48) and South ($ 218.10), have little
difference (See Figure 17).
3. Hotel costs in Taiwan area accounts for 50% of business trip spending
(See Figure 18). The hotel cost in cities show this,too (See Figure 19).
This is almost the same percentage (45%) as in US (Corporate, 1993)
and accounts for the biggest part of spending. The difference exists on
meal and car rental cost. The cost ofmeals is the smallest part of
spending and its percentage is 14% less than
US' (17% vs. 31%). The
car rental price in Taiwan is 9% more than US (33% vs. 24%).
4. Business travelers when they take their trips to Taiwan will pay more
than any region in US as reported in Cooperate Travel Index. 1993.
Even the lowest region in Taiwan, the South region, is $ 20.00 more
than the regions ofUS (See Figure 20).
5. All the Taiwan cities selected in this study can match with the top-ten
most expensive cities in US (See Table 6). The cost ofTaipei is even
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Figure 16. Total Per Diem by Taiwan cities, 1993.
$300.00 -r-
$250.00 - -
$200.00
$100.00 --
$50.00 - -
$0.00
Taipei Taichung Tainan Kaohsiung
Cities Meals Hotel Car rental Total
Taipei $44.61 $142.98 $91.60 $279.19
Hsinchu $33.20 $102.00 $77.60 $212.80
Taichung $44.48 $107.68 $78.00 $230.16
Tainan $39.20 $108.00 $64.00 $211.20
Kaohsiung $37.75 $117.25 $70.00 $225.00
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Figure 17. Total Per Diem by regions of Taiwan, 1993.
$300.00
$250.00
$200.00
$100.00
$50.00
$0.00
ID Meals
H Hotel
S Car rental
ED Total
Regions Meals Hotel Car rental Total
North $44.61 $142.98 $91.60 $279.19
Central $38.84 $104.84 $77.80 $221.48
South $38.48 $112.63 $67.00 $218.10
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Figure 18. Total Per Diem Taiwan vs. US, 1993.
Taiwan
US
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Figure 19. Breakdown ofCities Total Per Diem, 1993.
Taipei
Hsinchu Taichung
Tainan Kaohsiung
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Figure 20. Total Per Diem Three Regions in Taiwan vs. Four Regions in
US, 1993.
$300.00 T $279.19
West
(US)
N0rth South Central North
(US) (Taiwan) (Taiwan) (Taiwan)
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Table 6. Top-Ten Cities in USA.
Rank City Total Car Food Hotel
1 New York City $329.93 $70.24 $90.26 $169.43
2 Washington $260.46 $43.74 $68.49 $148.23
3 Boston $234.67 $47.99 $57.16 $129.53
4 Newark $225.40 $56.21 $65.11 $104.08
5 Philadelphia $224.89 $40.90 $66.23 $117.70
6 San Francisco $220.97 $42.71 $62.17 $116.09
7 Chicago $219.17 $48.97 $59.87 $110.34
8 Honolulu $215.82 $48.74 $58.37 $108.71
9 Dallas $210.24 $44.99 $60.65 $104.60
10 Los Angeles $209.97 $39.24 $69.15 $101.58
Source: Corporate Travel Index, 1993.
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Table 8. Costs and Comparisons between Cities in Taiwan and
US .1993.
Taipei Washington
(#2)
Meals $44.61 $68.49
Hotel $142.98 $148.23
Car Rental $91.60 $43.74
Total $279.19 $260.46
Hsinchu Tainan Dallas
(#9)
Meals $33.20 $39.20 $60.65
Hotel $102.00 $108.00 $104.60
Car Rental $77.60 $64.00 $44.99
Total $212.80 $211.20 $210.24
Taichung Boston
(#3)
Meals $44.48 $57.16
Hotel $107.68 $129.53
Car Rental $78.00 $47.99
Total $230.16 $234.67
Kaohsiung Newark
(#4)
Meals $37.75 $65.11
Hotel $117.25 $104.08
Car Rental $70.00 $56.21
Total $225.00 $225.40
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$18.74 higher thanWashington, but $ 69.47 lower than New York
City. Hsinchu is $ 2.56 more than Dallas and Tainan is $ 0.96 more
than Dallas; Taichung $ 4.51 less than Boston; and Kaohsiung is
almost the same with Newark (See Table 7).
6. Comparing the cost of items in Taiwan and US, it is clear that car
rental in Taiwan is far more expensive than that in US. That is
because Car-rental is not a popular business in Taiwan. Another
factor is that a new car in Taiwan is approximately double the price of
a US new car. Since the cost is higher, the car rental rate is higher.
7. The average business traveler's total cost, US $ 23 1 .67, is higher than
the average visitor expenditure (See Figure 9), US $ 148.89. Business
travelers always stay in international class hotels instead of tourist
class hotels. They will pay more on their lodging cost. Therefore, the
day cost of business travelers is higher than for the average visitor.
8. When breaking down the cost ofmeals for breakfast, lunch, and
dinner (See Figure 21), there is an useful information for businessmen
when they go to Taiwan. The lunch cost is almost the same as the
dinner. In US, lunch always is much cheaper than dinner. In Taiwan,
people think lunch is as important as dinner. Not surprisingly, the
lunch break of Taiwan companies is longer than that ofUS.
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Figure 21. Breakdown and comparison of Food Cost in Taiwan and US,
1993.
$30.00
$25.00
$20.00 -
$15.00
m*
$10.00 --
$5.00 --
$0.00
$25.44
$13.73
Breakfast Lunch
Meals
Dinner
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION and RECOMMENDATIONS
1 . In this study, per diem business travel cost in Taiwan is identified as
US $ 231.67. If a company wants to budget their travel costs for
Taiwan, it is a reasonable number. This price is much more expensive
than any region in US. The high expenditure cost in Taiwan may
explain why tourism industries in Taiwan show a poor performance.
2. American business travelers required to stay in fire-safety hotels
which can meet the US standard. All the international class hotels in
Taiwan must pass the safety examination which are held yearly by
Tourism Bureau in Taiwan.
3. The international hotel rate is calculated in this study. If companies
can get cheaper hotel prices, the daily prices may be lower.
4. To eat meals inside hotels always costs more than outside hotels.
Chinese cuisine is famous throughout the world. There are thousands
of large and small restaurants around the island. To try food outside
the hotel not only can cut the cost, but also offers an exciting
experience for business travelers.
5. Car rental price is high in Taiwan. The factors influencing the car
rental prices are : l)length of rent, 2) brand of car, 3) condition of car
(new or old), 4) jen-chin, which means relative and friends, and 5)
customer status (students or army men who are more reliable about
returning the car). Business travelers always use cars for short time
periods and do not match other cost saving factors. The only way to
reduce the car rental price is to build a long-term relationship with
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one company. Whenever both sides become friendly and trusting, the
car rental will become lower.
6. Unlike US car rental companies, the car rental companies in Taiwan
are not primarily in the car-rental business. They have lots of other
functions, such as picking up guests at the airport; engaging with
companies, factories, and organizations; or providing drivers. To rent
a car for trips is not popular in Taiwan and does not enjoy the same
service as in US. In addition, it is not safe to drive the car by yourself
because of the terrible traffic in Taiwan. As a result, most of business
travelers use taxis as transportation tools or they hire a driver. Taxis
are so convenient and inexpensive that even local residents like to
take taxis for daily use. Table 8 presents the way to calculate the taxi
fee in Taiwan.
7. Credit cards are not popularly used in all the shops in Taiwan.
Business travelers should bring some cash with them.
8. Even though business travelers have the tight schedules, they still
should set up short, pre- or
post- convention tours. Taiwan's special
geographic scenery is worth to taking the time to see.
9. In this study, airfare was not taken into consideration. If a company
wants to budget their travel cost for Taiwan, airfare should be added.
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Table 8. Taxi Price in Taiwan.
Daytime Nighttime (11PM-6 AM)
Start NT$50(1,650 meters) NT$50(1,650 meters)
Continued NT$5(350 meters) NT$5(290 meters)
Timing NT$5(The speed is under 5
Km/hour
for 3 minutes)
NT$5(The speed is under 5
Km/hour
for 2.5 minutes)
Sources: The Taxi Union in Taipei, 1993.
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